Additional letters to Brock administration, sent by email:
1.
From: Tomas Elbert <tomas.elbert@icloud.com>
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 at 3:14 PM
To: Gregory Finn <gfinn@brocku.ca>
Cc: Gervan Fearon <gervanfearon@brocku.ca>
Subject: Retracted article of Prof. Tomas Hudlicky
Dear Dr. Finn,
Having finished the reading of your “Open letter to the Brock community” regarding the
retracted paper of prof. Tomas Hudlicky in Angewandte Chemie that appeared and
quickly disappeared I felt obliged to share with you some remarks. The statements in
the incriminated paper express the opinions of many members of the scientific
community including myself. You may have other views but it is a good practice in the
scientific community to lead a fair discussion. Prof. Hudlicky is certainly not racist or
white macho, he just points to the harmful “activist type” application of equal
opportunity ideas.
The sentence “Please be advised that further steps are being considered and
developed and these next steps will be shared with the community in the next few
days.” seem to me as a direct threat to prof. Hudlicky and to the liberty of free speech.
This type of reaction on the different opinion is typical for the authoritarian regimes like
were the German fascists and Russian communists. In the case of prof. Hudlicky it is
even more intriguing since this is exactly the reason why the parents of prof. Hudlicky
fled from “real socialistic” Czechoslovakia to United States in 1968. Let me assume that
it was not your intention to put such a meaning to the above mentioned sentence but I
am afraid a lot of other people could read it in a proposed way.
I wish the Brock University and to you personally in creating better world where the
liberty of free speech is guaranteed and hate has no place.
With best regards,

*************************************************************************************

2.
From: Peter Nazwaski
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 at 5:31 PM
To: President's Office <president@brocku.ca>
Cc: "greg.finn@brocku" <greg.finn@brocku>, Tomas Hudlicky <thudlicky@brocku.ca>,
"president@utoronto.ca" <president@utoronto.ca>, "principal@queensu.ca"
<principal@queensu.ca>, "president@uwaterloo.ca." <president@uwaterloo.ca.>,
"president@uoguelph.ca" <president@uoguelph.ca>, "president@wlu.ca"
<president@wlu.ca>, "president@mcmaster.ca" <president@mcmaster.ca>,
"pres@ryerson.ca" <pres@ryerson.ca>, "kdalglis@uwo.ca" <kdalglis@uwo.ca>,
"presoff@umich.edu" <presoff@umich.edu>, "Angus.Scott@niagaradailies.com"
<Angus.Scott@niagaradailies.com>, "pberton@thespec.com"
<pberton@thespec.com>, "jpoling@therecord.com" <jpoling@therecord.com>,
"trust@thestar.ca" <trust@thestar.ca>, "petershawn.taylor@rogers.com"
<petershawn.taylor@rogers.com>, Randall <randalldenley1@gmail.com>,
"lorrie.goldstein@sunmedia.ca" <lorrie.goldstein@sunmedia.ca>,
"matthew.ricchiazzi@gmail.com" <matthew.ricchiazzi@gmail.com>
Subject: Jordan Peterson: "The activists are now stalking the hard scientists" National
Post - Jun 24, 2020
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/jordan-peterson-the-activists-are-now-stalking-thehard-scientists/wcm/e6e84649-4a24-4ab7-8462-47580d115e25/
The first story emerges at Brock University, in cahoots with the scientific journal
Angewandte Chemie — the former an educational institution of moderate reputability;
the latter a prestigious place of scientific publication among chemists. It is no easy
matter to find a permanent tenured faculty position at such a university, or to publish
research findings or literature reviews/summaries in a peer-reviewed scientific journal.
The latter process generally requires several years and multiple resubmissions and
rounds of editing by a minimum of three colleagues with expertise in the field per
submission, as well as approval by the editor. Angewandte has a rejection rate of 80%
— and it should be noted that that rejection rate only accounts for papers that the
submitting researcher(s) felt were of sufficient quality to be considered.[...]
Dr. Tomas Hudlicky of Brock submitted an essay memorializing and updating a piece
written thirty years ago, which has been widely recognized as powerfully influencing the
direction of the chemistry subfield in question (organic synthesis).
The good doctor holds a prestigious Canada Research Chair, a position funded by
a large federal initiative devoting about $300 million per year in the attempt to attract to
Canada (or encourage to stay) researchers who are of particular promise,
as evidenced primarily by their research productivity.[...]

[Hudlicky gets punished for stating the obvious - AKA 'common sense'. As follows.]

Under Diversity of Workforce: “In the last two decades many groups have been
designated with ‘preferential status’ (despite substantive increases in the recruitment of
women and minorities). Preferential treatment of one group leads inexorably to
disadvantages for another. Each candidate should have an equal opportunity to
secure a position, regardless of personal identification/categorization. Hiring practices
that aim at equality of outcome is counter-productive if it results in discrimination against
the most meritorious candidates. Such practice has also led to the emergence of
mandatory ‘training workshops’ on gender equity, inclusion, diversity, and
discrimination.”[...]
[...] his transformation into whipping boy by his own faithless professional colleagues at
the administrative level at Brock University.
Dr. Greg Finn, Provost and VP Academic at that institution, saw nothing wrong
with stabbing one of his university’s most esteemed scientists in the back at the
first sign of trouble. The provost wrote a painfully cringing apologetic “open letter
to the public,” claiming, of course, that Hudlicky’s opinions, if in the least controversial,
were in no possible manner representative of Brock University as a whole, and
essentially hanging that institution’s hypothetically valued top chemist out to
dry.[...]
An admirable university, secure in its worth, would have determined very quickly
that one Hudlicky was, conservatively, worth ten Finns, and acted accordingly. But
research prowess is no longer as important as willingness to mouth the appalling
commonplaces of political correctness in the hallowed corridors of academe.[...]
The refusal of the research grant application [for a professor whose identity is
protected] specifically requesting funding for what must now apparently be regarded as
“colonialized — or colonized (?) — physics” and the success of the [Concordia]
application that had the magical mention of “indigenous knowledge” should alert us
to the fact that with the increasingly successful politicization of the university the STEM
fields comprise the next frontier for occupation by the politically correct.[...]
Addendum: And in other news - August 1, 2020:
Some Canadian university medical schools are fine-tuning admission requirements so that
underrepresented groups can be admitted. Hence:
"Attributes such as empathy, collaboration, resiliency and advocacy are now scored along with
academic smarts at some medical schools, while all of them have created a range of admission
processes for Indigenous students as well, [Dr. Remo Panaccione, director of undergraduate
admissions at the Cumming School of Medicine in Calgary] said."
* "Programs at 3 of 17 medical schools in Canada aim for equity for Black students": Camille Bain The Canadian Press - (2020.08.01)
https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/programs-at-3-of-17-medical-schools-in-canada-aim-for-equityfor-black-students-1.5048069

When patients find themselves having their bodies cut-into for a medical procedure, or their
concerns are being addressed for some other ailment, would those subjects have knowingly chosen
a doctor who got their MD, not because of
'academic smarts', but because of an 'equity program', which placed an indeterminate weight on
certain of the applicant's intangible qualities, such as the ability to exhibit 'empathy'? ie."I feel your
pain" ("to which I may or may not contribute").
To what extent, do those now-considered values, such as 'empathy', lessen the weight which is
given to the 'academic smarts' of the applicant?
Would a patient prefer a 'feel-good' doctor who knows how to talk a good line of sympathy,
genuinely, or faked, over a doctor who knows how to treat you effectively for medical problems?
Amongst those Black, Indigenous, et al minority groups, who are now medical students/doctors,
how many will have in the back of their minds, that there will be patients, and other people - their
colleagues - who will always look at them as having been admitted to medical school, only because
of standards which
now-differ from previously-used standards? And that back of the mind, nagging thought, will
always be there to diminish the self-esteem of the 'doctor', who got the MD appellation because of
an 'equity program', with revised standards of admission.
That diminishment of accomplishment will also (unfairly) apply to all members of minority
groups, who got their MDs, by gaining entry to a medical education under the original
standards, which seemed to place a prime value on 'academic smarts'.
Here is a snapshot of one of the new criteria, to ease the path of certain members of
Canadian society for gaining admission to medical school - 'Empathy':
The concept of empathy is used to refer to a wide range of psychological capacities that are thought of
as being central for constituting humans as social creatures allowing us to know what other people
are thinking and feeling, to emotionally engage with them, to share their thoughts and feelings, and to
care for their well–being. https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/empathy/index.html
With respect to that criterion now being used, 'empathy', as part of a standard for entry to some
Canadian medical schools, the ability to ascertain the presence and quality of 'empathy' in an
individual, is up for further exploration:
Here is an entry in The Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/empathy/measuring.html - Measuring Empathy
A large chunk of empathy research has focused on investigating the variables associated with
empathy as a stable disposition. (par.2)
Remarkably, no significant correlation has been found between the scores on various empathy
scales and the measurement of empathic accuracy.(par.4)
Yet a closer look at the questions used in the questionnaires raises some more fundamental
concerns about the adequacy of the various scales.(par.5)
Whether or not existing means—particularly questionnaires—are appropriate tools for
further distinguishing between these very different emotional reactions remains an open
question. Help for devising new empathy scales or for further validating existing
questionnaires could also come from the neurosciences that have very recently begun to
contribute to the study of empathy and have begun to investigate the underlying
neurobiological mechanisms of perspective taking[...] (par.7) Copyright © 2019 by Karsten
Stueber <kstueber@holycross.edu>

Given that the ability to accurately assess the intangible quality of 'empathy', in a prospective
medical student, is questionable, doubts must also arise as to whether the other now-used
intangible qualities of collaboration, resiliency and advocacy,
can be assessed with validity. And which questions do not obviate the primary question, about
using such intangible qualities to lessen the impact of the heretofore 'academic smarts' criterion, as
the (seeming) prime consideration for admission to
medical school.
With respect to schools which have created a range of admission processes for Indigenous
students, those who find themselves in other 'identity groups' might well have legitimate questions
as to why they also are not being offered
a range of admission processes for entry to medical schools.
Peter Nazwaski
2020.08.02

3.
From: Mark Mercer <Mark.Mercer@smu.ca>
Date: Monday, June 29, 2020 at 7:12 PM
To: Gregory Finn <gfinn@brocku.ca>
Cc: President's Office <president@brocku.ca>, Tim Kenyon <tkenyon@brocku.ca>,
Brian Power <bpower@brocku.ca>, Michelle Mcginn <mmcginn@brocku.ca>, Dean Of
Math And Science <deanfms@brocku.ca>, Cheryl Mccormick
<cmccormick@brocku.ca>, "Shyamal K. Bose" <sbose@brocku.ca>, Georgii Nikonov
<gnikonov@brocku.ca>, Tomas Hudlicky <thudlicky@brocku.ca>
Subject: three weeks later
Dear Provost Finn,
Apart from a brief acknowledgement of receipt from Dean Ahmed of the Faculty of
Math & Science, no one at Brock University has yet responded to the letter sent by
email on 9 June by the Society for Academic Freedom and Scholarship (SAFS) in
connection with Brock’s 5 June statement “Values at Brock University” and your 7 June
“open letter to the Brock community.”
The statement and the open letter have been criticized by SAFS and others for
misrepresenting remarks Tomáš Hudlický made in his article for the journal Angewandte
Chemie, for tending to stifle critical discussion at Brock, for infantilizing students, and for
attempting to enforce uniformity of opinion with regard to both diversity, inclusion, and
equity (DIE) and pedagogical practice.
Will Brock University seek now to reaffirm its commitment to academic values and to
the academic purpose of the university? Brock could begin by apologizing publicly to Dr
Hudlický and by stating that Brock University administrators should not have acted
against candid and unconstrained open discussion of DIE and other topics by members
of the university community.
All the best,
Mark
Mark Mercer, PhD
Professor, Department of Philosophy
Saint Mary’s University
923 Robie Street
Halifax, NS B3H 3C3
mark.mercer@smu.ca

http://professormarkmercer.ca/
http://www.smu.ca/academics/departments/philosophy-faculty-and-staff.html
President, Society for Academic Freedom and Scholarship
PO Box 33056 Quinpool Centre,
Halifax, NS B3L 4T6
president@safs.ca
http://www.safs.ca/
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/safs.ca/

4.
Al Padwa’s email:
Dr. Alison Braley-Rattai: About 10 days ago I had sent a handwritten note to Brock’s
president expressing my outrage as to how Professor Hudlicky is being treated by the
University. My letter was short and to the point (which I try to reconstruct
below). Clearly it is no easy matter to locate a candidate for a permanent tenured
faculty position at a quality university. In an article to a prestigious German chemistry
journal, Professor Hudlicky had written the following: “In a social equilibrium, preferential
treatment of one group leads to disadvantages for another. The rise and emphasis on
hiring practices that suggest or even mandate equality in terms of absolute numbers of
people in specific subgroups is counter-productive if it results in discrimination against
the most meritorious candidates.” This reasonable statement set off a tirade from the
Twitter mob who objected to this opinion. What Dr. Hudlicky did was only raise the
possibilities that such actions could become counterproductive if they resulted in the
exclusion of qualified candidates. No reasonable individual can object to this opinion.
Why your University chose to degrade Dr. Hudlicky is beyond comprehension and he
certainly deserves a formal apology from both the President and Provost of Brock
University.
Sincerely yours, Albert Padwa
Emory University

5.
From: K.W., Ontario
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 at 7:32 PM
To: Gregory Finn <gfinn@brocku.ca>
Cc: Tomas Hudlicky <thudlicky@brocku.ca>
Subject: The treatment of Dr Hudlicky
Dear Dr Finn
From an article in the National Post by Jordan Peterson, a man quite frankly, whose
sandals you are not worthy of tying.
Dr. Greg Finn, Provost and VP Academic at that institution, saw nothing wrong with
stabbing one of his university’s most esteemed scientists (Professor Hudlicky) in the
back at the first sign of trouble. The provost wrote a painfully cringing apologetic “open
letter to the public,” claiming, of course, that Hudlicky’s opinions, if in the least
controversial, were in no possible manner representative of Brock University as a
whole, and essentially hanging that institution’s hypothetically valued top chemist out to
dry. Finn states that Hudlicky’s article “…contains descriptions of the graduate
supervisor-graduate student relationship that connote disrespect and subservience.
These statements could be alarming to students and others who have the reasonable
expectation of respectful and supportive mentorship…. [The statements in this paper]
do not reflect the principles of inclusivity, diversity and equity included in the University’s
mission, vision and values as approved by our Senate and Board of Trustees.” Only an
individual accustomed to dining on very thin gruel or simply spoiled meat would find any
nourishment in statements with such content and of that quality.
Perhaps with some effort I could come up with a more eloquent descriptor of your
behaviour, but really it just simply comes down to you acting like a ‘pussy’.
You should be ashamed.
K.W.
Ottawa, Ontario

6.
From: Gary
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2020 at 12:40 PM
To: Gregory Finn <gfinn@brocku.ca>, Tomas Hudlicky <thudlicky@brocku.ca>
Subject: Open letter to the Public
Provost Finn,
After reading the article in The National Post this morning authored by Dr. Jordan
Pederson I was astonished at your response regarding Dr. Hudlicky’s work to the
general public.
The provost wrote a painfully cringing apologetic “open letter to the public,” claiming, of
course, that Hudlicky’s opinions, if in the least controversial, were in no possible manner
representative of Brock University as a whole, and essentially hanging that institution’s
hypothetically valued top chemist out to dry. Finn states that Hudlicky’s article
“…contains descriptions of the graduate supervisor-graduate student relationship that
connote disrespect and subservience. These statements could be alarming to students
and others who have the reasonable expectation of respectful and supportive
mentorship…. [The statements in this paper] do not reflect the principles of inclusivity,
diversity and equity included in the University’s mission, vision and values as approved
by our Senate and Board of Trustees.”
Your response to the work of Dr. HUDLICKY is sad and embarrassing. Imagine an
highly esteemed professor’s work echoed by another, demeaned by yourself publicly,
for possibly indicating a student may have to swallow their pride and realize that a
professor may know something more than them. What is the point of giving the
professor a title if it may show hierarchy and suggest more knowledge over a student?
The fact that a professor is taking the time to educate a student is respectful. Should a
student not recognize when they register for a course that perhaps they are less than
equal to the professor when it comes to knowledge of the particular class?
It is alarming if you truly believe what you wrote. I must hope you were forced to do so
by the person you are subservient to in the frightful structure of a chain of command.
It is clear Brock University is choosing to lose it’s credibility over appeasing the Twitter
trolls and therefore it will not be a consideration for further education by our family.
When is the last time a female or minority held the role of university provost?
Regards,
G.B.

7.
From: "jiri.hovorka
Date: Sunday, July 5, 2020 at 3:17 PM
To: Gervan Fearon <gervanfearon@brocku.ca>, Kelly Veld <kveld@brocku.ca>, Gloria
Davis <gdavis2@brocku.ca>, President's Office <president@brocku.ca>
Cc: Tomas Hudlicky <thudlicky@brocku.ca>
Subject: How to beat Twitter mobs (and support Mr. Hudlicky)
Dear all,
[if you want to know how to defend yourself/your organization from a Twitter mob,
skip the following 2 paragraphs (lessons learned from history); if you like a bit of poetry,
skip to the end:-]
Let me open my letter, before getting to the bright side, with a couple of nasty
questions: Is Mr. Hudlicky right or wrong? What facts support this? Did we debate this,
are his hypothesis falsifyable - if we can falsify them, did or did not we? Does Mr.
Hudlicky do good science? [an accountant: Can we afford to lose such a frequently
cited scientist?]
Do we care about science or just politics? Do we still see the difference betweeen right
and wrong or we just redefine it arbitrarilly as some other people tell us to?
And, to get the rest of gloomy things of my chests, let me warn you: What happens to
Mr. Hudlicky can easily happen to you. I know - my family history is a good example
as we still remember Nazis and Communists. If you let this roll, a twitter mob will find (or
fabricate or re-classify something perfectly normal you did decades ago as a crime)
something to roll over you and you will become a non-person too, which is Mr. Hudlicky
close to. By helping him, you help yourself and countles line of other people - it is as
clear as that.
Nazis did it, Communist did it, every totaliarian organization did it: made people into
non-persons. Twitter mob does not have its Hitler or Stalin, but the principle is still the
same - pick an individual, accuse them of an arbitrary ideo-crime, destroy them with
help of other people, make them an example. Then another and another and you end
up with a frightened flock who already decided to submit to all your future demands,
however bizzare or criminal they may be. "...Then they came for the Jews, and I did not
speak out, because I was not a Jew..." - you can read this in the US Holocaust
Museum. Just ask yourself, if you haven't taken the first step on the road heading in the
same way. N. Chamberlain thought that peace can be bought by appeasment, W.
Churchill did not.
Cultures and civilizatitions go forward only when there is space to ask questions,
especially the unsettling ones. Strong society thinks them over and make itself stronger
by answering them. Weak society promotes censorship and appeasment - the result is
self destruction (or lagging behind at best). If freedom of speach withers away,
hypocrisy and double thinking flourishes and the society is not prospering - or in the
best case not prospering as well as it should (!).

I can still read-between-the-lines well because the Communist forced me to learn, I
can do double speak and double think even after the 30 years the communist criminals
are not our bosses. When I look back at that time, I want to vomit - I can never clear this
stain from me... but on the other hand, it makes me wary if anyone tries to put another
stain on me covering it by sweet talk. I grew up through "ghoulash communism" when
the communist doctrine was just an hollow husk supported by empty rituals and empty
speaches - which noone believed in, but everyone was forced to conform to it and to
perform it - just for the sake of it. The stale, non-moving, suffocating air everywhere you
went... I have lived through Berlin wall tear-down and Iron Curtain collapse. I have lived
through the first time when you can breath freely. I have lived through the times when I
could say anything and I got "You idiot!" back (and often rightly so, I was so young:) or,
better, "You are an idiot, because..." - instead of being thrown out of school and made a
non-person because some communist/twitter-mobber wanted to. I know what is to live
under regime when doctrine-compliant-only speach is permitted. To direct quote one of
the communists: "You can think what you want, but say what I want you to say!". I know
what is to be permitted to study and to get a job based only on my skills and knowledge
and not on how good I was in mimicking contemporary ideology. Never more. Even if it
costs me.
Freedom of speech --> freedom of communication --> freedom of thinking --> better
life. It is as simple as that. I, my family, my country, whole Eastern block and bigger part
of Europe have lived through our share of misery - and it always began with censorship
- Nazis and Communists alike. The same, sometimes in bigger proportions, happened
in Asia, Africa and Southern America under different ideologies, but I have no direct
experience with that. You can take my/our example and don't have to experience that,
you do not have to repeat mistakes that began with censorship and we all know how
they ended.
Don't get me wrong - it is your choice what world you want to live in, I just tell you what
will come down.
-----The defence against a Twitter mob can go the hard way or the easy way.
The hard way (but better for your psyche): Stand your groud and engage in
debate. Let facts speak. If you cannot speak because some totaliarian bastard (pardom
my French, there are no words to put it mildly) is preventing you to by screaming
arround, just give them a finger and continue doing your buisiness ("We said what we
had to say, you said yours too. Well done."). Their only power over you is the power you
give them... think about abused women (and men), if you understand their situation, the
dynamics, the principles - your apparel can be cut from the same cloth.
And as the money is concerned: Do not submit to dictate of people who do not "have a
stake in the game". If they do not have your "shares", why give them vote? You run the
university, not an anonymous Twitter mob - YOU ARE THE ONES RESPONSIBLE, not
them... or are you?
This will cost you a lot of energy, but as I said, you will sleep easily. And Brock can
benefit from this - if all other universities submit to Twitter mobs, why not making Brock
different? Comparative advantage is yours, you will attract better scientists and profit

from their work and patents - and this will in turn attract sharper students. Let's be clear:
brilliant scientific minds are frequently a bit autistic:-).
It is a long and hard way, but if pays off - will Brock prosper in 20 years time when you
focus on politics and ideology instead of science?
If the hard way does not work for you for any reason, you can always go the easy way:
The easy way: Announce that "We take this very seriously and we will investigate this
matter to the deepest depth possible and take the widest measures available, so we
announce making of commitee to get this right once and for all so the situation is not
repeated in the future. Brock University is making beter future with every step with great
sensitivity to matters of... ." - pick their words, idioms and phrases and make them
ringing on the outside, hollow in substance.
Form a comitee of at least 10 people. Do nothing for two weeks:-) - the mob will
probably have found a different target by then, or at least their ferocity diminishes
because they did not get the kick by freely bullying someone way better than them.
Then gather the comitee, let all accusations and defences be heard and let everyone
cast a secret and anonymous vote (i don't know the exact English term). In this case the
secrecy and the annonymity promotes opennes (sic!;), but this is important: until the
accused is exonerated unanimously, cast a vote again (!).
Then announce the result as "We went through it and found 9:1, that there is no
problem. Brock University is making beter future with every step... .". If the Twitter mob
goes after the members of the comitee, everyone can say "I was the 1" (!). The principle
is the same as giving a dummy round to one of the members of a firing squad.
This way you can keep your freedom and self-respect without spending too
much energy. And if things go sideways - you can always form another commitee,
yay!:-} The twitter mob will direct their attention to a different target, because you did not
provide them with the instant satisfaction from destruction.
Or you can submit and lose control over your university (make a sticker "Brock
University - twitter mob compliant since 2020" - pardon my jest, I could not help myself:), your accademic career, your lives and, last but not least: your self-esteem.
Don't get me wrong - this is still one of your options! Every option comes with a price
tag - only you can decide what you want to get and what (with) you pay for it.

Let me end my with an updated quote from J.S. Mill to emphasize the gravity of your
decision: "Bad people need nothing more to compass their ends, than that good
people should look on and do nothing." And allow me to quote a bit of poetry by D.
Charms which illustrates what is to be/become a non-person (which Mr. Charms and his
family sadly experienced themselves in communist Russia):
There was a red-haired man who had no eyes or ears.
He didn't have hair either, so he was called red-haired arbitrarily.
He couldn't talk because he had no mouth.
He didn't have a nose either.
He didn't even have arms or legs.

He had no stomach, he had no back, no spine and he didn’t have any insides at
all. There was nothing!
So, we don't even know who we are talking about. We’d better not talk about him
any more.
You can prevent this happenning to Mr. Hudlicky now. You can prevent this
happenning to other people, you included, in the future.
The decision is yours. I wish you to stand tall when you look back on it in 10 years
time.
Yours,
Jiri Hovorka,
MSc. in computer science and engineering.
[Prague, 5/7/2020].

